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The Keep
Quite out of the blue, Kyon receives a phone call from his middle school classmate Nakagawa. Six months
ago, he spotted Kyon walking with the most beautiful girl he'd ever seen and instantly fell in love! Now
he wants Kyon's help conveying his feelings. But Nakagawa has no idea that the fair maiden who stole his
heart is actually an otherworldly beingNagato?! How will the stoic alien react to Nakagawa's
affections?!

The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, Vol. 7 (Manga)
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Two stories continue the adventure in Volume 8 of the Haruhi Suzumiya series. Editor-in-Chief, Straight
Ahead!Since the beginning of the year, the SOS Brigade has been masking as the Literature Club to be
recognized as an official high school organization. But when the new student council president threatens
to disband the group, the members must write a collection of literature. Naturally, Haruhi assume the
role of editor-in-chief and leads the team to publication with hilarious results. Wandering ShadowFrom
writers to detectives, the SOS Brigade does it all. When fellow classmate Sanaka comes to the club
seeking help, the team (well, Haruhi) is up to the task. A well-trodden popular park path has suddenly
begun to terrify the neighborhood dogs, and Haruhi suspects that its being haunted by animal spirits. It
looks like the SOS Brigade is about to perform its first first canine exorcism!

The Melancholy of Suzumiya Haruhi-chan
Kyon is your ordinary high school freshman who has long given up on his childhood dreams of encountering
the fantastic and supernaturalor so he thought. From the very first day of school, his classmate-the
beautiful but eccentric Haruhi Suzumiya-makes it very clear that her only desire is to meet aliens, time
travelers, and psychics! A chance conversation between the two inspires Haruhi to form the SOS Brigade,
a school club created for the sole purpose of gathering together such supernatural beings. The initial
members consist of the mute bookworm Yuki Nagato, the timid but voluptuous Miharu Asahina, and the
polite and ever-smiling Itsuki Koizumi. By the end of this first volume, Kyon quickly finds out that
these seemingly "helpless victims" of Haruhi's are actually members of secret organizations-both
futuristic and alien-with the single aim of keeping watch over Haruhi Suzumiya as she is the pinnacle of
some major calamity on the horizon

The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, Vol. 2 (Manga)
Say Haruhiiiiiii! As if he doesn't have enough to deal with during the day, Kyon's dreams are becoming a
regular haunt for his SOS friends! Once again, lucky(?) omens hawk, eggplant, and Mount Fuji (played
respectively by Tsuruya, Nagato, and Koizumi) make an appearance, but their promises of fortune never
seems to play out for Kyon. All he ever gets is more of Haruhi-chan's antics! You'll find plenty of gags
and guffaws as Haruhi dives into the world of four-panel and short comics!!

The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, Vol. 16 (Manga)
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Fletch, investigative reporter extraordinaire, can't be bothered with deadlines or expense-account
budgets when it comes to getting his story. Working undercover at the beach to dig up a drug-trafficking
scheme for his next blockbuster piece, Fletch is invited into a much deeper narrative. Alan Stanwyk, CEO
of Collins Aviation and all-around family man, mistakes the reporter for a strung-out vagabond and asks
him for a favor: kill him and escape to Brazil with $50,000. Intrigued, Fletch can't help but dig into
this suspicious deal he's being offered. Dodging the shady beach police as his case begins to break
open, and with his temperamental editor Clara pushing for his article, he soon discovers that Stanwyk
has a lot to hide and this plan is anything but what it seems.

The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, Vol. 17 (Manga)
After closing a time loop fiasco in The Disappearance of Haruhi Suzumiya (Vol. 5), our protagonist Kyon
is ready to start a new year with a blank slate--no time travel, no apocalyptic worries, and maybe some
actual peace and quiet with the SOS Brigade, a club comprised of his high school's most extraordinary
students. Their leader is Haruhi, a bold, brash girl who doesn't realize that she's actually a powerful
goddess whose moods can easily change the balance of the universe. Just as Kyon starts to get
comfortable, he gets a visit from his friend Mikuru. Except this isn't his Mikuru; it's a Mikuru from
eight days in the future! Time traveling shenanigans start all over again as Kyon, guided by the future
Mikuru, attempts to stop a terrible future from becoming a reality.

The Melancholy of Suzumiya Haruhi-chan
What if you woke up one morning, and everything changed? It's one week before Christmas Eve, and Haruhi
and the S.O.S. Brigade (a club for her high school's strangest and most extraordinary students) are
gearing up for holiday festivities. But just before the fun kicks off, Kyon, the only "normal" member,
wakes up in a weird alternate dimension, one where Haruhi attends another school entirely, Nagato the
time traveling robot is just an ordinary human, and Mikuru (the cute girl of Kyon's dreams) doesn't even
recognize him-in other words, S.O.S. Brigade never existed. The only clue Kyon can find is a bookmark
left by the robot version of Nagato, which leads him on a quest back in time, where he interacts with
the storyline from "Bamboo Leaf Rhapsody", a short story from the previous Haruhi book, The Boredom of
Haruhi Suzumiya. This fun and quirky holiday tale is reminiscent of A Christmas Carol and It's a
Wonderful Life.
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The Dissociation of Haruhi Suzumiya (light novel)
"Let's track down aliens, time travelers, and psychics and hang out with them!" Haruhi Suzumiya
established the SOS Brigade for that sole purpose. But why's she been acting so strange of late?
Somelancholy? Unable to locate any supernatural beings (even though they're right there in the club room
the whole time), Haruhi's frustrations turn violent. What's Kyon gotten himself mixed up in this time?!
Enjoy volume 2 of this somewhat abnormal high school story!

The Indignation of Haruhi Suzumiya (light novel)
The SOS Brigade gets browbeaten into entering a baseball tournament to help their fearless leader stave
off boredom. But despite the Brigade's clear lack of skill Haruhi has no intention of losingand she's
ready to pitch a fit if her team doesn't step up to the plate!

The Melancholy of Suzumiya Haruhi-chan
As a member of the SOS Brigade, Kyon has had his fair share of close encounters (of the bizarre kind).
But as Mikuru the Elder's scavenger hunt sends Kyon and "Michiru" into trouble, Kyon realizes that the
scope of his friends' supernatural connections are far beyond what even he could ever have imagined-and
far more dangerous

The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, Vol. 14 (Manga)
No matter the time of year, it's always open season for silliness with Haruhi-chan and the SOS Brigade!
Hunting down aliens, espers, and time travelers is a full-time job. Whether she's making her first visit
to a shrine on New Year's, hanging out at the beach over the summer, or revamping Christmas with a new
look for Santa, Haruhi-chan is forever seeking new ways to overload the world with fun! You'll find
plenty of gags and guffaws as Haruhi dives into the world of four-panel and short comics!!

The Sigh of Haruhi Suzumiya (light novel)
Is it too much to ask for a little peace and quiet around here? I mean, it's cool that my old pal Sasaki
showed up out of the blue, but now Mori-san's blackmailing Tachibana, Fujiwara's being a general pain in
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the butt, and Kuyoh--who's a cat for some reason --is clinging to Kimidori-san. Amid the chaos, the SOS
Brigade's final line of defense and the individual most responsible for my own sense of well being,
Nagato, is downrightcheerful? More characters, more gags, and more narration from Kyon in this volume!

The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, Vol. 18 (Manga)
Say Haruhiiiiiii! As if he doesn't have enough to deal with during the day, Kyon's dreams are becoming a
regular haunt for his SOS friends! Once again, lucky(?) omens hawk, eggplant, and Mount Fuji (played
respectively by Tsuruya, Nagato, and Koizumi) make an appearance, but their promises of fortune never
seems to play out for Kyon. All he ever gets is more of Haruhi-chan's antics! You'll find plenty of gags
and guffaws as Haruhi dives into the world of four-panel and short comics!!

The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, Vol. 1 (Manga)
Haruhi holds the fate of the universe in her hands . . . lucky for you she doesn't know it! Meet Haruhi
- a cute, determined girl, starting high school in a city where nothing exciting happens and absolutely
no one understands her. Meet Kyon - the sarcastic guy who sits behind Haruhi in homeroom and the only
boy Haruhi has ever opened up to. His fate is now tied to hers. Meet the S.O.S. Brigade - an afterschool club organized by Haruhi with a mission to seek out the extraordinary. Oh, and their second
mission? Keeping Haruhi happy . . . because even though she doesn't know it, Haruhi has the power to
destroy the universe. Seriously. The phenomenon that took Japan by storm - with more than 4.5 million
copies sold - is now available in the first-ever English edition.

The Melancholy of Suzumiya Haruhi-chan
It's a shock that there's a freshman willing to take on Haruhi's Brigade Entrance Examination! But it's
just as much a delight to finally have someone willing to fight against the tyranny of the straight man
Or so one would hope. With Yasumi Watahashi now on the scene, Kyon's straight man game is soaring to new
heights, Asahina is going crazy, and Haruhi is acting more like a Brigade Chief than ever before! And
what of the feline-ified Kuyoh at Nagato's house--when Kyon faces off with her, what could his fate
possibly be!?

The Disappearance of Haruhi Suzumiya (light novel)
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In Book 6 in the series, readers take a step into a time warp in five short stories. Head back to events
from the previous books, and previously unseen scenes and perspectives to uncover mysteries that had
been left unanswered. Live Alive Kyon peruses the stalls at the cultural festival and visits Mikuru's
noodle stall. Everything seems normal for once, until a surprise band shows up to perform. The
Adventures of Mikuru Asahina: Episode 00 The movie that the SOS Brigade created in The Sigh of Haruhi
Suzumiya (Book 2) is shown, and the Bridage gets to see it in its final form. Love at First Sight Kyon
meets with an old friend, who describes seeing a girl he's fallen in love with--and it turns out to be
Yuki! Will this mere human have a chance with the world's most stoic robot? Where Did the Cat Go? This
story takes readers back to Book 3 (The Rampage of Haruhi Suzumiya) in which the SOS Brigade finally
begins the main event for the Snow Mountain retreat murder mystery. The Melancholy of Mikuru Asahina
Mikuru asks Kyon to accompany her to buy tea leaves, but a secret motive may be involved.

The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, Vol. 3 (Manga)
As the second year of high school begins, Haruhi's cynical and sarcastic confidant Kyon, the only
"normal" member of the SOS Brigade, finds himself meeting Sasaki, an old friend from his days in junior
high. Haruhi and Sasaki's shared friendship with Kyon and, possibly, shared abilities, causes tension
between the two and Kyon knows Haurhi's dissatisfaction can have dire consequences! Kyon and Sasaki's
chance meeting could affect his future, the future of the SOS Brigade, and the world forever. This ninth
volume of the Haruhi Suzumiya series is the first to use two alternate stories for the same plot with
different endings. The story continues in the next novel, The Surprise of Haruhi Suzumiya.

The Intrigues of Haruhi Suzumiya (light novel)
Guided only by a series of notes that
and throw it into the lake"?-Kyon and
tasks, hoping that things will become
Kyon and Mikuru's scavenger hunt soon
espers, time travelers, and aliens!

direct him to do the most inexplicable things-"Buy a small turtle
the Mikuru from eight days in the future complete the assigned
clear as the SOS Brigade's adventures for that week continue. But
turns to a manhunt when Mikuru is kidnapped by a group of rogue

The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, Vol. 10 (Manga)
When a classmate notices that her dog is acting strangely on their daily walks, she asks the SOS Brigade
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to take on the case - a request Haruhi is more than happy to oblige! After all, any number of
supernatural phenomena could be deterring local dogs from a particular area along the riverbank!

The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, Vol. 14 (Manga)
Something very, very strange is going onbecause nothing strange is going onOvernight, the SOS Brigade,
the existence of supernatural beings, and Haruhi Suzumiya's obsession with finding them (not to mention
Haruhi herself!) have disappeared. Has the goddess lost her touch? And why is Kyon, who so often longed
for a normal life, so upset to find all of it suddenly gone?

The Melancholy of Suzumiya Haruhi-chan
In a last-ditch attempt to recover their stolen equipment, the Computer Research Society challenges the
SOS Brigade to a winner-takes-all multi-player space battle simulation! Failure seems inevitable, but
losing is not an option! Can the unique members of the SOS Brigade pull together to destroy the expert
Computer Research Society before Haruhi destroys the whole city?

Haruhi-Ism
When Kyon arrives at school, it seems like another average day--until he realizes Sasaki has wrapped
North High in a closed space. Led to the SOS Brigade clubroom by Sasaki and Tachibana, Kyon knocks (just
in case) and is surprised to find not a costumed Asahina, but instead a girl he's never seen beforeand a
very familiar face!

The Wavering of Haruhi Suzumiya (light novel)
It's the end of the world as we know it - or is it? Gorgeous, confident, and demanding, Haruhi Suzumiya
is the leader of the SOS Brigade, a club comprised of her high school's most extraordinary students. So
when Haruhi is bored, it's up to the SOS Brigade do something about it. In this sequel to the clever and
uniquely witty The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, the SOS Brigade goes along with Haruhi's scheme to
make a movie for the school's upcoming festival. But when filming begins, strange things start to
happen, and Haruhi-who has no idea she's a goddess with the ability to destroy the world-starts to show
her devastating powers. Could the end be near? Or is it just another day at high school? You never know
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when Haruhi is involved! Join the frenzy and the fun with this second book in the phenomenal bestselling
series that took the world by storm with over 4.5 million copies sold. This hardcover collector's
edition features the original Japanese cover!

The Melancholy of Suzumiya Haruhi-chan
Guided only by a series of notes that
and throw it into the lake"?-Kyon and
tasks, hoping that things will become
Kyon and Mikuru's scavenger hunt soon
espers, time travelers, and aliens!

direct him to do the most inexplicable things-"Buy a small turtle
the Mikuru from eight days in the future complete the assigned
clear as the SOS Brigade's adventures for that week continue. But
turns to a manhunt when Mikuru is kidnapped by a group of rogue

The Melancholy of Suzumiya Haruhi-chan, Vol. 10
What Haruhi wants, Haruhi gets! Stunning, brash, and completely clueless about her powers, Haruhi
Suzumiya can make anything bend to her will. Although she doesn't know it, she's a goddess who has the
ability destroy the world--don't make her mad! Luckily, she has her SOS Brigade (a club comprised of her
high school's most extraordinary students) to keep her happy. This fifth volume in the wildly fun and
unpredictable Haruhi Suzumiya series features three short stories for Haruhi's every mood--an endless
(never-ending) summer, a heated (overheated) competition with the computer club, and a ski trip getaway
(with a dangerous blizzard!). Join the frenzy and fun with the fifth book in the phenomenal bestselling
series that took the world by storm with over 4.5 million copies sold.

The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, Vol. 9 (Manga)
After Haruhi's rigorous selection process, a new member has been selected for the SOS Brigade! But Kyon
feels uneasy around Yasumi Watahashi, not only because of the girl's odd behavior, but also because he
knows the peculiar-and sometimes threatening-types that tend to congregate around Haruhi Suzumiya

The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, Vol. 13 (Manga)
Kyon knew it was only a matter of time before he would have to return to December 18th of the previous
year, to the three days when the SOS Brigade and his supernatural friends suddenly disappeared. Back
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then, Kyon was cruelly stabbed by alien rogue Ryouko Asakura and nearly bled out on the school roof. How
will he fare this time around?

Fletch
"Let's track down aliens, time travelers, and psychics and hang out with them!" Haruhi Suzumiya
established the SOS Brigade for that sole purpose. But why's she been acting so strange of late?
Somelancholy? Unable to locate any supernatural beings (even though they're right there in the club room
the whole time), Haruhi's frustrations turn violent. What's Kyon gotten himself mixed up in this time?!
Enjoy volume 2 of this somewhat abnormal high school story!

The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, Vol. 5 (Manga)
What fate does the future hold for Kyon and Haruhi?!Koizumi and his fellows from the Agency are
constantly cooking up ways to gently (*ahem*) encourage romantic feelings between Kyon and Haruhi, but
Koizumi's holiday board game tests the very limit of Haruhi and Kyon's acting abilities! Thankfully
there's plenty of other holiday fun to be had, including the many fine offerings of autumn and the dawn
of a new year (spent dodging Koizumi's machinations)!! You'll find plenty of gags and guffaws as Haruhi
dives into the world of four-panel and short comics!!

The Melancholy of Suzumiya Haruhi-chan
After months of squatting in the Literature Club's clubroom, the SOS Brigade puts pen to paper and
starts writing some literature of their own! The Brigade has just one week to create a literature
newsletter if they want to keep the Lit Club's space from being reallocated by the student council. As
each member prepares his or her contribution, Supreme Editor in Chief Haruhi keeps a watchful eye on her
team, especially as Kyon's assigned romance story unfolds!

The Celebration of Haruhi Suzumiya
A new school year means fresh blood for the SOS Brigade! But not just anyone can join this elite group
of alien-, time traveler-, and esper-hunters! As Haruhi puts the new recruits through their paces in one
timeline, the veteran members visit the ailing Yuki in the other. Yuki reveals that her illness may be
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the work of other humanoid interfaces like herself, but when Kyon rushes to confront them, he runs into
a familiar face he had hoped he would never see again!

The Boredom of Haruhi Suzumiya (light Novel)
Award-winning author Jennifer Egan brilliantly conjures a world from which escape is impossible and
where the keep –the tower, the last stand –is both everything worth protecting and the very thing that
must be surrendered in order to survive. Two cousins, irreversibly damaged by a childhood prank, reunite
twenty years later to renovate a medieval castle in Eastern Europe. In an environment of extreme
paranoia, cut off from the outside world, the men reenact the signal event of their youth, with even
more catastrophic results. And as the full horror of their predicament unfolds, a prisoner, in jail for
an unnamed crime, recounts an unforgettable story that seamlessly brings the crimes of the past and
present into piercing relation. From the Trade Paperback edition.

The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, Vol. 12 (Manga)
Huzzah! There are now ten volumes of Haruhi gags! Between the SOS Brigade, the Sasaki Brigade, the
Nagato household, and the members of the Agency, the tenth volume of the comedic misadventures of Haruhi
and friends is more crowded than ever. Between dream interpretation, high school hijinks, and popularity
contests, it's everything you would expect from Haruhi--and less, and more, and--well, you know. Long
live Haruhi!

The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya (light novel)
One weekend, when Kyon reaches the usual SOS Brigade rendezvous spot, he is met not by his fellow club
members, but instead by Sasaki, an old friend from middle school. Haruhi isn't thrilled to find Kyon
already waiting when she arrives (Who's going to buy drinks?!) and is even less thrilled by his
attractive female friend!

The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, Vol. 8 (Manga)
There's even more to be told of the antics of the SOS Brigade--under Haruhi's leadership the
possibilities for fun and mayhem are endless! Join your favorite characters in this huge collection of
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brand-new adventures and illustrations from a wide range of artists and storytellers! Jam-packed with
more time travelers, aliens, espers, and Haruhi than Kyon can handle, this anthology is the perfect
addition to any collection!

The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, Vol. 15 (Manga)
Following the clues in the clubroom, Kyon travels back in time to a familiar placethe same time and
place he came with Asahina last summer! Kyon again meets with the elder Asahina, but she has no idea
what's caused the future to go awry - erm, to go normal. Stoic Nagato is not surprised to find future
Kyon at her door (for the second time that night) and prepares a program that will repair the rift. But
the decision to administer it or not lies with Kyon

The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, Vol. 19 (Manga)
Kyon is your ordinary high school freshman who has long given up on his childhood dreams of encountering
the fantastic and supernaturalor so he thought. From the very first day of school, his classmate-the
beautiful but eccentric Haruhi Suzumiya-makes it very clear that her only desire is to meet aliens, time
travelers, and psychics! A chance conversation between the two inspires Haruhi to form the SOS Brigade,
a school club created for the sole purpose of gathering together such supernatural beings. The initial
members consist of the mute bookworm Yuki Nagato, the timid but voluptuous Miharu Asahina, and the
polite and ever-smiling Itsuki Koizumi. By the end of this first volume, Kyon quickly finds out that
these seemingly "helpless victims" of Haruhi's are actually members of secret organizations-both
futuristic and alien-with the single aim of keeping watch over Haruhi Suzumiya as she is the pinnacle of
some major calamity on the horizon

The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, Vol. 20 (Manga)
Haruhi Suzumiya is an energetic Japanese girl who craves excitement and adventure! The members of the
SOS Brigade try their best to keep Haruhi happy, because if they don't - she could accidentally destroy
the universe! Seriously! Haruhi-ism collects the spectacular artwork of Noizi Ito, the artist behind the
original Haruhi Suzumiya novel series. Included are book and DVD covers, magazine pin-ups, rare promo
images, and more!
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The Melancholy of Haruhi Suzumiya, Vol. 4 (Manga)
This third volume in the Haruhi Suzumiya series is a collection of four exciting short stories that
cover everything from baseball and time travel to alternate dimensions. It even includes an intriguing
murder mystery.

The Rampage of Haruhi Suzumiya (light novel)
When the SOS Brigade receives an urgent message that the Computer Research Society's president has gone
missing, Haruhi confidently promises to locate him, and the SOS Brigade is off! Of course, they have no
idea where to start Is the new SOS Brigade insignia that Haruhi designed to blame for all of this???
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